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Headline, 2011. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. Neu Schnelle Lieferung, Kartonverpackung.
Abzugsfähige Rechnung. Bei Mehrfachbestellung werden die Versandkosten anteilig erstattet. - The
chilling thriller from Sunday Times bestseller Karen Rose. Eeny, meeny, miny, moe. Who'll be next
No one knows. When forensic pathologist Lucy Trask stumbles across a mutilated body by the chess
tables in her local Baltimore park, its face so badly damaged it is unrecognisable, her sole concern
is that it might be her old school teacher Mr Pugh. When the corpse is identified, Lucy is shocked to
discover that the victim is actually another man from her past. Who killed him and why his skin is
burnt with the number '1' is unclear but it's evident that someone is demanding Lucy's attention.
The discovery of a second branded body raises worrying questions: how many more lives may be at
risk before the killer's final message is revealed And can Lucy solve the killer's gruesome puzzle
before their thirst for revenge is complete 470 pp. Englisch.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook might be worthy of a read, and far better than other. it was writtern really flawlessly and useful. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to learn.
-- Prof. Ruben D'Amore PhD-- Prof. Ruben D'Amore PhD

This sort of book is everything and taught me to seeking forward and more. This really is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading. I
found out this pdf from my i and dad advised this book to discover.
-- Prof. Griffin Murphy-- Prof. Griffin Murphy
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